Dear Volunteer,
Welcome to the SAVE, A Friend to Homeless Animals’ Volunteer Program! We are
pleased and proud that you have decided to give your time and your talents to our organization. After attending orientation, we hope you consider becoming a volunteer
with us. Strong desires to help animals have brought many people through our doors.
We hope that you will take with you a better understanding of animal sheltering, animal
care and welfare issues. SAVE relies on you and others like you to be advocates in
the community, educating your friends and family on animal issues.
Being a volunteer is extremely rewarding, educational, exciting and fun. Your decision
to volunteer will have a huge impact on the lives of many homeless animals. Thanks to
our volunteer program dogs are walked everyday; cats are socialized; dogs learn basic
obedience training; abandoned, abused or neglected cats and dogs can recuperate in
foster homes, and most importantly, lives that may have been otherwise euthanized
are saved.
This manual has been prepared for you as a reference guide. It contains information
regarding our policies and procedures, how to safely handle shelter animals, how to
help educate the public about our organization, and ways to encourage volunteerism.
Thank you again for giving your time and energy to SAVE, A Friend to Homeless Animals. We hope that the time you spend at the shelter will be as rewarding to you as it is
for our four-legged friends.
Welcome to SAVE,

Donielle
Donielle Killian-Gioia
Director of Operations
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History
Dr. Cornelia Jaynes, the third female graduate of Cornell University’s College of
Veterinary Medicine, class of 1927, established the Small Animal Veterinary Endowment (S.A.V.E.) in 1941. Her practice, located on a farm in Princeton, New Jersey rescued strays and provided neutering services to clients regardless of their
ability to pay. Dr. Jaynes died on her farm on April 15, 1969.
Emily G. Myrick founded the Princeton Small Animal Rescue League in 1951.
P.S.A.R.L. operated similarly to today’s animal control, rescuing and impounding
the community’s stray, lost and abandoned pets. Emily Myrick passed away in
1960, but P.S.A.R.L. continued on with their mission under the guidance of their
Board of Directors and Jeanne Graves, who worked tirelessly to help find homes
for the community’s stray cats and dogs.
In 1971, S.A.V.E. merged with the Small Animal Rescue League and for many years to come the hopes and
dreams of Dr. Jaynes and Miss Myrick grew into the animal shelter which has become part of the Princeton
community.
In February 2006, SAVE merged with Friends of Homeless Animals (F.O.H.A.). The combined organization,
SAVE, A Friend to Homeless Animals, became the largest shelter for companion animals in the Princeton
area.
In December 2015, SAVE moved to our current location at 1010 Route 601 in Skillman NJ! We are thrilled to
be in this state of the art facility.

Mission
Founded in 1941, SAVE is a 501(c) (3) non-profit animal shelter dedicated to protecting the health and
welfare of companion animals in the greater Princeton area. Through six core programs of Rescue, Shelter, Adoption, Health and Welfare, Spay and Neuter and Humane Education, SAVE strives to substantially
reduce the animal overpopulation and corresponding euthanasia of adoptable and treatable animals.
SAVE endeavors to build, foster and strengthen the human-animal bond.

Funding
SAVE is a private, non-profit 501(c) (3) organization. We are dependent on
donations, proceeds from fundraisers, sales, services, bequests and foundation
grants to maintain our operations, underwrite our numerous programs and
services and sustain our presence in the community. Our annual budget is
approximately $ 950,000.

Governance
SAVE, A Friend to Homeless Animals is governed by a volunteer Board of Trustees. Trustees are
chosen by the nominating committee and elected by the Board. Decisions are based on an individual’s skills, experience and dedication to the organization’s mission. The Board of Trustees recruit,
hire and manage SAVE’s Chief Executive Officer, the Executive Director. For a current list of
Trustees, please visit our website www.SaveHomelessAnimals.org.
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Staff
Executive Director, Heather Achenbach……………………………….….hachenbach@savehomelessanimals.org
Office Manager, Micheal Perzi …………………………..……………….………mperzi@savehomelessanimals.org
Humane Education Director, Ann-Marie Krahel ……………………………………….……….amkrahel@gmail.com
Director of Operations, Donielle Killian-Gioia ………………………………… donielle@savehomelessanimals.org
Customer Relations Manager, Adelle Scharloo ……………..…………………..adelle@savehomelessanimals.org
Shelter Veterinarian, Alexandra Wetherill, VMD
Kennel Manager/Dog Trainer, Sue Carroll ………………………………………kennel@savehomelessanimals.org
Volunteer and Event Coordinator, Anna Finch ………………………………volunteer@savehomelessanimals.org
Foster Coordinator, Diane Chiacchio ……………………………………………foster@savehomelessanimals.org
Assistant Kennel Manager, Aubrey Durenberger
Veterinary Technician, Nicole Alphonse
Veterinary Technician, Kate Snyderman
Adoption Counselor/Animal Care Specialist, Melissa Laird
Adoption Counselor/Animal Care Specialist, Amber Lohne
Adoption Counselor/Animal Care Specialist, Sophia Carroll
Adoption Counselor/Animal Care Specialist, Annamaria Crawford
Adoption Counselor/Animal Care Specialist, Nick Delfico

Hours of Operation and Contact Information
SAVE is open to the public for adoptions and visitations:
Sunday

12:00pm-4:00pm

Monday

12:00pm-4:00pm

Tuesday

12:00pm-6:00pm

Wednesday

12:00pm-6:00pm

Thursday

12:00pm-6:00pm

Friday

12:00pm-6:00pm

Saturday

12:00pm-6:00pm

SAVE is closed on the following holidays:
New Year’s Day, Easter Sunday, Memorial Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Thanksgiving and Christmas.

Administrative Office 609-924-3802
Shelter
609-309-5214
Shelter Fax
609-309-5796

Programs and Services
Rescue and Shelter
SAVE provides a safe haven for hundreds of animals every year. Animals coming to SAVE receive not only the
food, water and shelter they need to survive but also necessary medical treatments, socialization and individualized enrichment they need to thrive.
SAVE is contracted by Princeton, Lawrence, Hopewell, Cranbury, and Hopewell Townships to serve as the
holding facility for stray cats and dogs picked up by animal control. If the cat or dog remains unclaimed by their
owner, after the state-mandated seven day holding period the animal is turned over to SAVE and placed into
our adoption program. On average only 2% of the cats that come through our doors are reclaimed by their owners and only 70% of dogs will see their families again.
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SAVE operates as a limited admission facility. SAVE currently houses 75 cats and 25 dogs. When space allows,
we accept owner surrendered animals (on a case-by-case basis, in accordance with policy), cats and dogs from
local municipal facilities and also overcrowded, high kill, out of state shelters.
SAVE does not have “time limits” on adoptable pets in residence at our shelter. All animals which are placed up
for adoption remain here until they find a new home. Very rarely, an animal may need to be euthanized if he or
she becomes seriously ill or temperamentally unsuitable for placement. When it is absolutely necessary to euthanize an animal, it is humane and painless and they are held and cuddled until the very end. As a volunteer, you
will never be asked to assist with euthanasia.
Adoption / Health & Welfare
The primary goal for every cat and dog in residence at SAVE is to be adopted into a loving home. Our staff meets
with potential adopters to evaluate their needs and expectations and tries to make the best possible match to increase the odds that the cat or dog will remain in their new home for the rest of their life. Staff and volunteers follow up with adopters to help with any problems, questions or simple advice to help keep their newly adopted family member happy and healthy in the new home. There is a fee to adopt from SAVE. This fee helps us cover the
cost of caring for the pet that’s been adopted as well as for other animals in the shelter. SAVE invests approximately $100-$270 into every animal we care for. This does not include costs involved in keeping the shelter operational. Adoption fees are less than 10% of SAVE’s annual income. The adoption fees are:
Adult Cat

$125

Kitten

$175

Adult Dog

$250

Puppy

$350

Purebred Cat/Dog

TBD

Included with adoption of all dogs and cats adopted from SAVE
DOGS AND PUPPIES

CATS AND KITTENS

Rabies vaccination

Rabies vaccination

Distemper vaccination

Distemper vaccination

Bordatella/Kennel Cough vaccination

Leukemia/FIV test

Heartworm test / preventative

Ringworm test

Stool check / deworming

Bartonella test

Flea treatment/preventative

Flea treatment/preventative

Home Again Microchip

deworming

Spay or Neuter

Spay or neuter

Veterinary exam

Veterinary exam

Spay and Neuter
All animals adopted from SAVE are spayed or neutered. We will not adopt to anyone who refuses spay/neuter
or intends on allowing their pet to reproduce. Pet overpopulation is a terrible problem all over the country. Not
only are there not enough homes in the world for all of the cats and dogs, but there are many health benefits to
having your pet spayed or neutered. Surgeries are done at several local veterinary hospitals in the area with
discounted prices from our generous veterinary friends.
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Humane Education
For many years, SAVE has conducted a successful humane education program known as Partners in Empathy
Training (PET) that partners with numerous schools and institutions to teach compassion and empathy to
young people primarily from underprivileged circumstances. This program, unique in the area, brings companion animals into the classroom over many weeks, with the multiple objectives of acclimating children to animals,
developing altruism, empathy, compassion and other pro-social behaviors, with the ultimate goal of strengthening the community by creating the conditions for loving homes for both humans and animals.

How to Become a Volunteer
All shelter volunteers must attend an orientation, sign a liability release agreement and
have a current tetanus vaccination. Volunteer orientations are held once a week, on a Saturday or Wednesday. Once you have found a suitable volunteer job; all volunteers are required to agree to a six month commitment.
For your safety, all volunteers must be able to read and communicate well enough to follow instructions written and verbal, in English.
The information compiled in this volunteer manual will serve as a guide as you begin your
volunteer service with SAVE. For further information regarding policies and procedures not
covered in this manual, please contact a member of the SAVE staff.

Guidelines, Policies and Procedures
SAVE, A Friend to Homeless Animals relies on its volunteers to be dependable and effective during their volunteer
service. By meeting these commitments, the program operates efficiently and the animals benefit tremendously.
Liability Waiver and Release Form A waiver and release form must be signed by you (or a parent if under 18
years of age) before you begin your volunteer service.
Responsibilities and Dedication to SAVE All animals are to be treated kindly, gently and professionally. Volunteers must support our policies inside and outside the shelter.
Adoption Agreement We require that all volunteers wait a period of at least 30 days before adopting an animal
to avoid mercy adoptions. If a volunteer is under 18, the parent(s) must approve and must proceed with the adoption process.
Dress Code We recommend that you wear comfortable, non-revealing clothing. Overall appearance should be
clean and neat. We ask that you wear closed toed, non-skid, rubber-soled shoes.
Accident and Injury Reporting Any accident or injury occurring on the job must be reported to a SAVE manager immediately (within 10 minutes). We need to attend to your injury and complete an incident report. Any bite injury must be treated by a healthcare professional. Failure to report an injury or conceal an injury is grounds for dismissal. This is for your safety.
Unauthorized areas Certain areas of the shelter are off-limits to volunteers unless specifically authorized to enter by a SAVE employee. These include the vet area, intake area, and personnel offices. We ask volunteers and
visitors to stay out of the dog kennel. This is for the mental health of our dogs in residence and your safety.
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Smoking Smoking is not allowed in any portion of the buildings. If you must smoke, please do so outside and
not near the entrance to the shelter. Please do not litter the property with cigarettes.
Alcohol and Drugs The sale, use, possession or transfer of a controlled or illegal substance or alcohol on
SAVE premises or during work time is prohibited, illegal and grounds for dismissal.
Privacy Any information pertaining to animal control records and cases which you may become privileged to
(including names, addresses, phone numbers, etc.) as a result of your position is confidential and may not be discussed with others. Volunteers are specifically prohibited from discussing any aspect of animal control records
and cases with any representative of the media.
Media Procedures The Executive Director of SAVE is the only authorized representative of the organization
approved to deal with the media. Media is anything that will be printed, shared on social media, broadcast or televised about SAVE. We welcome any contacts or story ideas you may have and ask that you direct them to
SAVE’s Executive Director.
Professional Attitude
Volunteers must:


take their commitment seriously



agree to conduct themselves in a professional manner with the animals, co-workers and the public



maintain a professional attitude by limiting personal conversation and cell phone use while on duty



must keep all client data confidential (includes staff, adopters, volunteers, etc)



be friendly, warm and courteous to the public and put them at ease



be neat and accurate



ask the staff for assistance with any questions to which you are not sure of the absolute correct answer

Your personal information (name, address, phone number, email address) will not be disclosed, and will not be
provided to anyone unless authorized by you.
SAVE reserves the right to dismiss any volunteer who behaves in an unprofessional or disruptive manner.

Disease and Prevention
If a shelter animal shows any of the following symptoms, immediately notify the caretakers or manager.
Diarrhea

Steps we take for disease
prevention:

Vomiting

Vaccinations

Ocular (eye) discharge

Proper sanitation

Nasal discharge

Mental enrichment to lower stress levels

Sneezing or coughing
Loss of appetite
Lethargy
Dehydration
Abnormal gait or muscle control

Isolation of infected animals
Minimization of overcrowding
Ventilation and fresh air
Elimination of internal & external parasites

Excessive salivation

Hand sanitation is a must before entering or departing any animal areas.
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Volunteer Opportunities
Cat Cage Cleaning
This involves coming in to the shelter in the mornings to help clean one of two cat rooms. Cleaning is done
EVERYDAY. You will be responsible for cleaning the individual cat cages, litter boxes, water bowls, sweeping
and mopping. This is not the most pleasant job at the shelter but is an extremely important part of keeping the
cats happy and healthy. Time Commitment: 2 shifts (9:00am-11:00am) a month, for 6 months

Feline Friends
Our cats in residence need socialization and TLC! This job is also very important to their
physical as well as mental health. During open hours we need volunteers to come in and
spend quality, one-on-one time with the kitties. Volunteers must be at least 14 years old
or accompanied by an adult. This is especially helpful to our shy felines to improve their
chances for adoption. Please read SAVE’s Cat Psychology 101 for a better understanding of feline behavior. Time commitment: 2 visits per month for 6 months.

Cat Fostering
Fostering involves caring for one or more of our cats or kittens in your home when the shelter environment is
not suitable. You must complete a foster application and be approved before fostering. Foster parents should
be able to make a commitment to spend time socializing their foster pet. Not every cat is available for foster
care. If interested, please complete a foster application and read our Foster Care Manual.

Dog Walking
Regular exercise is important for both humans and animals. A walk provides each dog at our shelter the opportunity to get out and stretch its legs, play and obtain a bit of socialization. All dog walkers must be at least 18
years old. Volunteers should be in good physical condition and comfortable handling dogs of varying size and
energy levels. Closed toed shoes are required. Time Commitment: 1 hour every week, minimum

Canine Coach
Many of the dogs that come through our doors need training. Our canine coach’s must be at least 18 years
old and have a basic understanding of dog behavior and training. Teaching our dogs things like sit, stay, down
and loose leash walking will make them more desirable to potential adopters. A second orientation session
with one of SAVE’s dog trainers is required. Time commitment: 1 hour every week, minimum

Nassau Street Dog Walking
Using your own transportation, you may bring one of our adoptable dogs wearing an
“adopt me” vest to walk on Nassau Street. We ask that you hand out our informational
material to people you meet. This not only promotes the adoptable dog you are walking, but also promotes public awareness for SAVE. You must be at least 18 years old
and a Canine Coach.

Dog Fostering
Fostering involves caring for one of our dogs in your home. You must complete a foster application and be approved before taking home a foster pet. Foster parents should be able to make a commitment to spend time
socializing, exercising and grooming their foster pet. Not every dog is available for foster. The dogs in need of
fostering are often under socialized, senior or otherwise stressed in the shelter environment. If interested,
please complete a foster application and read our Foster Care Manual.
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Groundskeeper/Handy person
Keeping SAVE’s facility looking clean and neat for the public is very important. Hosing down patios; washing
windows and floors; picking up trash and gardening are just a few of the many chores at the shelter. If you are
a “handy” person who is knowledgeable in repairing faucets, wiring, plaster and paint there are may ways to
help. We usually have an endless list of items that are in need of repair.

Clerical Help
Volunteers are needed periodically to assist with mailings, putting together packets, data
entry, phone calls and other duties. Help is often needed at the last minute—an email is
sent out to volunteers who have indicated they are willing to help out with office work.

Adoption Outreach
Help find our cats and dogs new and loving homes by assisting at one of our off-site
adoption events. Locations include PetsMart, Petco, Pet Valu, Concord, Rosedale Mills
and Dogs and Cats Rule . Sites and times vary. Some stores have age restrictions. Weekly emails will be sent
out to inform you of the shelter’s needs. Prerequisite: 10 hours of volunteer service at the shelter. Please read
Adoption Outreach PDF Time Commitment: 2 shifts (times vary) per month for six months.

Public Relations & Special Events
These volunteers attend community events, pet fairs, parades and many other off-site functions. SAVE often
has an information booth/table to help promote the shelter and our adoptable pets. Duties can include distributing flyers, set up, break down, staffing tables, registration, selling SAVE items, accepting donations, volunteer
recruitment, dog monitoring and more. Creating awareness is critical, especially in tough economic times.

In Case of Emergency
In the event of a fire alarm
Evacuate all people (staff, volunteers and visitors) closing the doors behind you to prevent the spread
of smoke and fire. A manager or staff member will make a back up call to the fire department.
Staff leaving the dog kennel should grab leashes. Staff leaving the cat area should grab pillow cases
Determine location of fire/smoke if possible and only if safe. If animals are in immediate danger from
smoke and fire, follow manager’s direction for evacuation. Only evacuate animals before the fire department arrives if it is save to do so and animals are in immediate danger! Under no circumstances
should staff or volunteers return to the building if risk is present.
Once outside, the manager on duty will account for employees/volunteers. Medical treatment shall be
arranged for any injured persons. No employee or volunteer shall leave the property without notifying
a manager.
Dogs can be leashed to fences and trees. Cats can be placed in vehicles.
In the event that animals are unable to return to the shelter, the staff shall call other shelters, foster
homes, etc. Arrangements will be made for temporary shelter until transfer can be made.
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Volunteer Job Description
Title: Cat Socializer
Objective: To assist in providing love and affection for SAVE cats available for adoption.
Responsibilities:


Fill water bowls as needed



Clean/sanitize litter boxes as needed



Interact with the cats in a loving and respectful manner



Sweep the rooms as needed

Qualifications:


Ability and desire to handle and work with cats



Good communication and listening skills



Willingness to maintain sanitation of cat cages/rooms



Ability to work independently



Minimum age of 14 years unless accompanied by a parent or guardian

Training:


Attend volunteer orientation



On-the-job training and instruction from experienced volunteers and/or staff

Time and Place:


Socializing hours take place between 12:00-6:00pm Tuesday through Saturday and 12:00-4:00pm Sunday
and Monday

Commitment:


Minimum of two visits per month



Six months minimum

Supervision:


Direct supervision by SAVE staff

Benefits:


Personal satisfaction and education



Licks, purrs and head butts from your favorite kitties
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Volunteer Job Description
Title: Cat Cage Cleaner
Objective: To assist in providing a clean environment for SAVE cats available for adoption.
Responsibilities:


Clean all cat cages in one of two cat adoption wings



Clean/sanitize water bowls and litter boxes



Replace cage liner, bedding, toys for each cage



Sweep/Mop floors in adoption rooms, hallway, office and entrance to shelter

Qualifications:


Ability and desire to handle and work with cats



Good communication and listening skills



Willingness to maintain sanitation of cat cages/rooms



Ability to work independently



Minimum age of 14 years unless accompanied by a parent or guardian

Training:


Attend volunteer orientation



On-the-job training and instruction from experienced kennel staff

Time and Place:


Scheduled shifts any day of the week beginning at 9:00am until done (11:00am-12:00pm)

Commitment:


Minimum of two separate shifts per month



Six months minimum

Supervision:


Direct supervision by SAVE staff

Benefits:


Personal satisfaction and education



Licks, purrs and head butts from your favorite kitties
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Volunteer Job Description
Title: Dog Walker
Objective: To assist in providing exercise and enrichment for SAVE dogs available for adoption.
Responsibilities:


Provide a minimum of 20 minute walk to the given dog



Promote good behaviors from the dogs (ie: no jumping, no pulling on the leash)

Qualifications:


Ability and desire to handle and work with dogs



Good communication and listening skills



Willingness to comply to direction given by kennel staff



Ability to work independently



Minimum age of 18 years unless accompanied by a parent or guardian

Training:


Attend volunteer orientation



Instruction on walking protocol from experienced kennel staff

Time and Place:


Walking hours take place between 12:00-6:00pm Tuesday through Saturday and 12:00-4:00pm Sunday
and Monday



Please show up at least a half hour before close

Commitment:


Minimum of one hour every week



Six months minimum

Supervision:


Direct supervision by SAVE staff

Benefits:


Personal satisfaction and education



Helping to improve the happiness and behavior of the dogs—
increasing their adoptability
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Volunteer Job Description
Title: Kennel Cleaner
Objective: To assist in providing a clean environment for SAVE dogs available for adoption.
Responsibilities:


Clean all dogs runs in your designated kennel section



Clean/sanitize water bowls, food bowls, and toys



Replace bedding and toys for each cage according to the dogs needs



Mop and squeegee all floors in kennel

Qualifications:


Ability and desire to handle and work with dogs



Good communication and listening skills



Willingness to maintain sanitation of dog runs



Ability to work independently



Minimum age of 18 years of age

Training:


Complete three week Canine Coaching course



On-the-job training and instruction from experienced kennel staff

Time and Place:


Dog handling hours take place between 12:00-6:00pm Tuesday through Saturday and 12:00-4:00pm Sunday and Monday



Please show up at least a half hour before close

Commitment:


Minimum of one shift every week



Six months minimum

Supervision:


Direct supervision by SAVE staff

Benefits:


Personal satisfaction and education



Learning transferable skills
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Volunteer Job Description
Title: Canine Coach
Objective: To assist in training SAVE dogs in order to make them more adoptable.
Responsibilities:


Assisting kennel staff in instilling basic obedience



Advancing desirable behaviors in adoptable dogs



Promoting adoptability of dogs through desirable behavior



Using positive reinforcement while working with the dogs

Qualifications:


Ability and desire to handle and work with dogs



Good communication and listening skills



Willingness to maintain sanitation of dog runs



Ability to work independently



Minimum age of 18 years of age

Training:


Attend volunteer orientation



On-the-job training and instruction from experienced kennel staff

Time and Place:


Scheduled shifts any day of the week beginning at 9:00am until done (11:00am-12:00pm)

Commitment:


Minimum of one hour every two weeks



Six months minimum

Supervision:


Direct supervision by SAVE staff

Benefits:


Personal satisfaction and education
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Cat Room Cleaning Procedure
Supplies needed (found in prep room or laundry room):
Cleaning rags (at least 15- may need more)
Cleaning Product (Accel) Spray bottle
Newspaper
Litter (if there is no litter, go to the shed and grab a bag of litter to re-stock)
Medium sized (about arm’s length) brown paper sheets (1 per cage/cat)
Clean blankets/beds
Gloves
Plastic bucket
Broom/dust pan/mop/bucket (at end of cleaning)
Steps for cleaning:



















Before beginning, please pay attention to cage card colors or any other sign that may be on the cage as to avoid any
unwanted accidents between you and the cats. ** Please only clean the cat cages you are comfortable handling.
First, collect all of the water bowls and place them in the large white bucket. Then load them into the dishwasher in
the prep room.
Remove all items from cage. (If cat can’t come out of cage, either move or have a staff member move the cat to another cage) **If cat was put in an empty cage, make sure you spray and wipe that cage down after it has been used.
Thoroughly spray and wipe all sides, floor of cage, ceiling and bars. Make sure there is no litter/hair left in cage USE
ONE RAG PER CAGE.
After wiping out the cages, line the beneath the litter box with a fresh piece of brown paper.
Litter box needs to be emptied and thoroughly sanitized. If it’s exceptionally dirty and covered in feces /urine, please
bring to grooming room to wash. After it is cleaned and dried, line with a fresh piece of newspaper and add one
scoop of litter. Place litter box in the corner of cage. If using a rag to clean litter box, do not reuse rag for anything
else.
**Use special litter as needed**
Place bedding back in cage after shaking it clean. Replace bedding if soiled or as needed. ***Repeat steps for all cages. ASK QUESTIONS as needed***
After all cages are thoroughly cleaned, put away all cleaning supplies and add dirty rags to the laundry pile.
Pick up all toys from floor and sweep the floor. Sweep under everything (any toys that look like they need a wash
should be brought to laundry room).
Put away any cats that may be out.
Unload the dishwasher and put the water bowls back in cages, filling them up ½ way (if water is spilled on brown paper, please replace).
Go to the mop closet and get a mop and bucket. Fill bucket with water ½ to ¾ full adding the appropriate amount of
accel. **Please have a staff member demonstrate this step
Mop all areas of floor, make sure there is no hair left behind or excess water.
Empty trash; bring to dumpster in back of shelter. Replace trash bag.
Hallway floors and front office need to be swept and mopped as well.

PLEASE CHECK WITH A STAFF MEMBER TO SEE IF THERE IS
ANYTHING ELSE THAT NEEDS TO BE DONE.
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Please arrive several minutes before adoption event begins so that you can
help set up cages and table display. (Petco—15 minutes early)



Set up black cages for cats in designated area of store. (At Petco-cages are
located behind the cat display area)



Cages need to include litter box, bed or towel, toys, food and water.



Set up table and chairs. Display any available merchandise, adoption applications, and SAVE brochures.



Any animals scheduled to be at the store will be dropped off by a SAVE
employee. You will also be supplied with information about the pets present
that day.



Cats are to be transferred directly from carrier into the display cage. DO NOT REMOVE CAT FROM CAGE
OR OPEN CAGE DOORS TO PET.



All dogs are to be leashed at all times. The volunteer holding the leash, and in control at all times must be
over 18 years of age.



Dogs are not to meet other dogs while at the adoption event. Please maintain a 10 foot distance.



Remember to be helpful and respectful to other volunteers present. It is the responsibility of all volunteers to
help set up and break down the event.



Greet and introduce yourselves to any interested people. Engage in conversation, remember you are representing SAVE; we want people to remember our volunteers as being very personable and helpful.



If someone is interested in adopting a SAVE animal, ask him/her to complete an adoption application. The
application will be returned to SAVE for the staff to process. Let the potential adoptee know that he/she will
hear from a staff member in 2-3 days. SAVE does not do “on the spot” or same-day-adoptions.



Volunteers can take turns taking lunch and bathroom breaks.



Break down begins just before the end of the adoption day. It is the responsibility of ALL VOLUNTEERS in
attendance to help with break down.
 Empty litter in garbage, return used/soiled towels and bedding to the shelter.
Return all items to the SAVE box/container.
 SAVE van will pick up at the end of the day. Try to have cats ready by putting
them back in their carriers. Give staff member any applications and donations received.
 Go home and enjoy the rest of your day—JOB WELL DONE! You’ve helped
tremendously and our cats & dogs and staff appreciate it!
THANK YOU!!!
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